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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript of Fricke et al. analyses microvesicle counts in peripheral blood of patients with soft tissue sarcoma (n=39 cases) and healthy controls (n=17 cases) using FACS. Microvesicles are small vesicles expressing specific antigens from their cells of origin. This study aims to evaluate the role of microvesicles as biomarkers of soft tissue sarcoma. Results point to an association of circulating microvesicles to malignancy grade of sarcomas and to the presence of vital tumour tissue. Furthermore, high counts of activated platelet-derived microvesicles correlate with the occurrence of venous thromboembolism (VTE). The authors conclude that the detection of these microvesicles might be an interesting new tool for early diagnosis of soft tissue sarcoma patients with increased risk for VTE, possibly facilitating VTE prevention by earlier use of thromboprophylaxis.

As serum parameters for monitoring of sarcomas are needed I think this manuscript contains new and interesting data. I recommend accepting the current paper after the revisions mentioned below:

- Abstract, page 2, line 24: The abbreviation for VTE is explained later (under abstract, conclusion, page 3). Please explain the abbreviation as it first occurs in the text.

- Abstract (and results and discussion): "...we showed that levels of circulating microvesicles correlate with tumor activity and grade of localized soft tissue sarcoma." I think this statement is too strong with regard to grading because for example Annexin V shows higher counts in G1 versus G2 and CD45 and CD61 show no significant difference between G2 and G3 (figure 2,A,B,C). Please formulate differently (weaker or more specific).

- Results, page 8:
o (also in discussion, page 9) "The total amount of Annexin V positive microvesicles as well as levels of endothelium-derived (CD62E-positive) microvesicles in the peripheral blood of patients with soft tissue sarcoma were shown to correlate with tumor activity, decreasing significantly after tumor resection”. What do the authors mean with "tumor activity”? Has this parameter been (statistically) evaluated within the tested tumours? (How?) How do the authors interpret the strong variance of microvesicle-counts among pre-operative tumours (figure 1A,B,C)? In my view figure 1A can only show, that number of microvesicles is decreasing significantly after tumour resection. In my view "tumor activity" would mean something like proliferative index or other parameters of tumour vitality (which have not been determined here). Maybe the authors could consider using another term instead of "tumor activity".

If the authors want to use this term it should be substantiated by further analyses, e.g. by semiquantitative immunohistochemical analysis of single cases analyzing primary tumour tissue, its matched metastasis and non-metastasized primary tumour tissue. In these further experiments "tumour activity" might be visualized by Ki67-immunohistochemistry (proliferation).

"Pre- and post-operative Hb and platelet counts of patients with localized soft tissue sarcoma undergoing resection differed significantly (p=0.0037 and p=0.0054, respectively) (Tbl. 1), with decreased Hb and increased platelet counts after tumor resection." Why is this finding important for the study? Maybe the authors could discuss this and explain more clearly why this "might influence the results" (as mentioned in discussion, page 10)? To me, the information as demonstrated is not substantial for the study.
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